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Abstract:-Elliptical gears are one of the most commonly used n~echanical 
t,ransmissions employed to produce a non-uniform speeds needed in some 
indusl;rial applications. In such nlechanical gear transrnissious, fiiction i~ud  
hacklash are the major sources of energy and accuracy losses. Elliptical 
gears are more complicated in ~nnnufacturing than others, hence, backlasli 
is more severe which leads to an accuracy loss. This work presents two 
~ l t e r n a t i x  possibilities for replacing elliptical gears by a, crank-crank or 
pure-rolling cam mechanisms. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Elliptical t.ypes of mechanical gear transmissions are often used to produce 
a non-uniform speed in many iridust,rial applications. For example, to damp 
the shaking effects occurring in other mechanisms when connected in series 
with them. Elliptical gears can also be used in special design, tasks like 
t,urning a carrier with a small radius to actuate wheeled robots as introduced 
hy Emura m d  Arakawa [I]. The largest sources of energy loss in t'his kind 
of meCl~an.ical gear tra~lsmissions are the frictio11 and backlash, r\ large part 
of the friction comes from the sliding mot,ion. 
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Figure 1:' Identical elliptical gears 

It is well known that, elliptical types of gears should be produced with a 
high accuracy machining as mentioned iu [2]. Also, the machining process is 
known to be very complicated and the n~achining accuracy is generally not 
guaranteed. One of the big challenges for the elliptical gear designers is to 
obtain the desired non-uniform speed while using input-output intersecling 
axis. 
A metlloclology for designing spherical cam nlechanisms with a pure-rolling 
contact; has been developed in [3]. The same methodology ha,s been used 
in [4] to synthesize a cam mechanis~n for driving a shaking conveyor belt. 
The main benefit for using such cams is that they offer lower friction losses 
and negligible backlash, thereby'leading to a high efficient transmission. 
This work presents two alternatives to the elliptical gears: spherical crauk- 
crank mechanism (SCC), and spherical cams with purerolling (SCPR). 
A methodology for designing the spherical crank-crank mechnism to gener- 
ate elliptical gears motion, based on using a suitable opt,imization technique 
to synthesize it with a suitable configurations is proposed. 
The main benefit from using the spherical crank-crank mechanism to gen- 
erate the desired motion is that the required machining process is nlorc 
economic t,han the n~achining process of both elliptical gears and cams. 

2 ELLIPTICAL GEARS MOTION 
RELATIONSHIP 

Two identical elliptical gears'are shown i n  Fig. 1. The two gears can cor- 
rect,ly mesh at; any instant under ihe conditions that the pitch:point. p be 



on the center line 0 1 0 2 .  As well as, the sum of the lengths from O1 and O2 
to the contact, point p between the two pith curves is constant, and eqnals 
to the major ellipse diameter given by (Zu.), as stated in [5-61. 
The ratio of the instantaneous angular velocities of the two elliptical geam 
cau be forn~ulated to be inversely proportional to the distauccs froin the 
centers of rotation to the pitch point p. Therefore, if two elliptical gears 
make conthct a t  pl and pz as shown in Fig., 1, then the ratio  of the instan- 
tancous angular velocities can be written in the following form: 

where ?j and 4 are the input and the output angular velocities. The pitch 
curve of i;he input gear can be expressed in polar coordinates as follo\vs: 

r1 = 
b2 

a (1  -k cos .CI)) - d cos $ 

where b is the minor ellipse r'adius, and (1 is equal to (a  - e j ,  where e.is t,he 
distance l~etween the center of rotation (focal point.) of the input gear a,ncl 
its geometricnl center. We also have: 

i,hereforc from Eq. 2 and Eq. 3: 

where 
(a - b)(a -k b) = (a - d)' ( 5 )  

The angular velocity q5 ol the .outpnt, gear corresponding to an arlgular 
velocity I!, of the input gear, is given by: 

13y the same token, for.& constant ,$, the acceleration can be writt,er~ in the 
followii~g form: 

;d -,4"(+j@ (7) 

where $I($) is the velocitv ratio which is equal to ( r l / r z ) ,  aud +"($) is 
the acceleration ratio. The velocity ratio @ I ( $ )  can be formulated as follows: 

By clifferent.ating Fkl. S the acceleruti,on mtio 4"(2/,) can be given by 

2ab"u - d )  sin ?i, 
'"'*) = [ d q -  2a(a - d)  (1 + cos @)I2 



The output angular position & can be given by integrating Eq. 8 using the 
following integration standard form 

where 
I2 = 2a(a - d), and 

11 - l 2  + d2 

Hence. 
2b2 d tan($/2) 

$4 - tan-' ($ 
d J- + 4a(a - d )  

Here, the integral constant is equal to zero because & = 0 at  Ji == 0. This 
equation and its derivatives hive the desired objective functions. 

3 SYNTHESIS OF SCC MECHANISM 
TO GENERATE ELLIPTICAL GEARS 

MOTION 

The spher.iccrl CTank-CTank mechanism (SCC) of Fig. 2 is used to gener- 
ate the elliptical gears motion, its parameters can be determined from the 
equation below [7]: 

k l  - kz cos 45 -f- kg COS$ -t kq cos & cos $ $- sin & sin l/l = 0 (12) 

with the definitions: 

COS CY1 COS f f z  COS CYg - COS Q g  
kl  G 

sin a2 sin a4 

sin 0.1 
kz 5 -- 

sin a~ 
sin ul 

k3 E - 
sm tu4 

in which $ and (h are the input and oulpub angles. In Eq. 12, it is assumed 
that kq 5 1. and that a11 angles (i.e., {ai}$,)  lie in the rmge of 0" to I.80.O0. 

. .. . 



Figure 2: Spherical Crank-Crank Mechanism. 

In order r;o ensure tllat the lirdrage is of the spherical crank-craillllr-linlr 
I,ype, the consLminLs (coiiclitious for hll-mobility) below must be imposed 
171. I'br an iiipul, criwk, we musl have 

while, for an output crai~k: 

( k 3  + k4)' - (kl -I- k ~ ) ~  2 0 (13~1) 

A complete study of (.hese parameters is inclucled in Che Appendix to for- 
mulabe the output angular position $, the velocity ratio %'(@) and the 
accc!lc:rnlion ratio $''(.@) which must si~l;isfjr t,hc desired objecl:,ive. hncLions. 
'L'lle oul.pnl, i~ngulnr vc!locil,y (4) and the ;)ul;put angular tvxeleration (cp) 

c:;m take tlw same forin as iu Eqs. 6 and 7. Moreover, the input/output 
(110) relation given by'J3q. 12 can be rewritten in the followi~lg fonn: 

The previous equal;ioi~~ lor 7 n  I/O pairs, car1 be rewritten i n h  a colnlllorl 
form, namely Sk I= b. Where, S is the In x synthesis matrix and b is 
,in-dimensiwal veclor. 'I'he design errors can bc defined, using $he latter 
equation, to bc the Euclidean norln of the associated design errox.-vector d ,  
and can be written AS: 

d = b -  Sk (I 5) 
r 7 1 he Ir~ur~snrlwivn, d&t is Lhi: cornple~ner~l; of the irunsnaissioir. qucdiQ1 i n  
the sense that t,he two quantities add up to 1. 



.' The transn~ission quality measures the goodness of the transmission angle 
thronghout the operation. The transnaission defect of SCC mechanisms 
should he considered through the optimization procedures. For spherical 
crank-cra~lk linkages, the transmission defect S takes the form [ a ] :  

where the coefficients ui, for i = 1 ,2 ,  .., 6, are only functions of thc spherical 
four-bar linkage parameters (ki, i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ) ,  and are given by: 

For minimizing the tl-ansmission defect, a class of linkages k~iowri as zero- 
m.em linkages was introduced by Gosselin and Angeles 191. For zero-mean 
linkages, Eq. 1 G  can be written, in the following form as stated in [lo]: 

in which X = I + k: - kj 
As well as, for zero-mean linkages: 

F'nrthermore, for zero-mean linluges, full-mobility conditions can be written 
in the fol!owing form as introduced by [lo]: 

The optimunl design problem can be formulated as a nonlinear least- 
square minimization under equality constraints. The optin~ization problen~ 

. . 



. ,  ~. 
, . .  

.:can be stated as ng an approxin~ate solution of 
f ( k )  = O,, such that the objective function z ,  as defined below, is minimum: 

.Meanwhile, the following system of nonlinear constraints should be main- 
tained: . . 

g ( k )  = 0, ( 2 2 )  j 
! 

I n  the previous equations, f and g are m- and p-dimensional nonlinear vec-1 
tors, respectively. As well as, 0 ,  and O;, are the m- and p-dimensional zero 
'vectors. Furthermore, W is an m x m weighting matrix. Here, QUADMIN: 
package [ l l ]  can be useh for the solution of optimum design problems using1 
a least-square approach. Now Eq. 14 can be used to define the j th  corn-, 
ponent o f f ,  i.e., f j ( k ) ,  corresponding to the j th 110 pair, for j = 1, ..., m. 
Furthermore, a slack variable k5 can be introduced to equate Eq. 18 to k,;.: 

. . 
Hence, a new component for f ,  i.e., fm+l can be obtained in the following 
form: 

fm+, (k )  z h [ f i  - k ~ k 3 k 4  - k l ( l  - kz) ]  - 4kS2(l f k i  - k : ) G  

where 

C = l + k ; - k ;  

To minimize 6, the constraint below can be imposed: 

B y  the same token fm+3 is defined in the form 

The first constraint corresponding to the first component of g is obtained 
from Eq. 19 to be: 

By introducing four sl5ck variables { k , } L 6 ,  the constraints given by Eq. 20 
can be re-expressed in the following form: 

Hence, k ,  f and g  take on the forms: 



Figure 3: Spherical cam Mechanism 

4 SYNTHESIS OF (SCPR) TO 
'GENERATE ELLIPTICAL GEARS 

MOTION 

The sy~lthesis methodology of spherical cams with a pure-rolling (SCPR.) 
based 011 the Aronhold- Kennedy Theorem [12] was used. It states that, 
when three bodies are in relative motion, the three different instant screw 
axes (ISAs) share one common perpendicular. According to the previous 
theorem, the ISA of the follower with respect to the cam, when the axes of 
rotation of both intersect, passes through the intersection of those two axes 
and is coplanar with them. At points located on the ISA, which becomes 
now an instant axis of relative rotation, no slip occurs. In [3j, the position 
vectors rz and 1-3 that 'define the .cam and follower profiles OF a spherical 
earn mechanism, as shown in Fig. 3, were found to be 

- sin$ sin @ 
rz = u [ - co;:s :n 8 ] 

and 

[ 
- sin gi sin(l9 - a) 

r3 = u - cos 6 sin(@ - a )  I (23b) 
cos (29 - a) 

where v denotes the thickness of the contact surfaces, a is the angle between 
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Figure 4: The desired motion of the elliptical gears 

intersecting input and output axes and 9 is computed from: 

4' sinn 
tan 29 = *' cosn - 1 

Moreover, the pressure angle can he computed as, 

where 4' and 4'' are the velocitl/ and acceleration ratios. 

5 RESULTS 
5.1 Desi red Motion 

Figure 4 il1ustral;es variables *, 4' and 4'' of the output elliptical gear of 
Fig. 1, with respect to one revolution of the input gear using the numerical 
values (a - 0.12, b = 0.105 and d = 0.0619). Now, the crank-crank and 
pure-rolling cam mechnnisms can be synthesised to generate the previous 
variables (4, 4' and 4") of. the elliptical gears as the desired ohjectivc. 
f~inction. 
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Figure 5: The desired motion of the elliptical gears generated by using SCC 
mechanism 

5.2 Synthesked Spherical CrankCranlc Mechanism Pararn- 
eters 

The optimum coefficients ki, for i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ,  of the spherical drag-link 
mechanisnl that were produced using the QUADMIN package [11] were 
found to be !q = -0.6243, k z  - 0.0052, k3 = 0.00525 and ke = 0.62435. As 
well, the transmission defect S was found to be equal to 0.1. 

Figure 5 shows the variables 4, 4' and 4" of the output, i f  the elliptical 
gear and the corresponding synthesised values of the spherical crank-crank 
mechanism, with respect to one revolution of the input gear. This figure 
illustrates that, the desired 4 and 'synthesised one are approximately the 
same. But, for 4' and 4", there is a slight difference. 

5.3 Sywthesised Pure-Rolling Cam Mechanism Parameters 

Figure 6 presents a Silicon Graphics solid model of the pure-rolling cam 
mechanism to generate the desired motion of the elliptical gears. Figure 7 
shows the pressure angle of the synthesised pure-rolling cam mechanism. 

When ihe pressure angle is smaller than 90 degrees, the force transmis- 
sion is from the cam to the follower, which we call positive actmion .(PA). And 



Figure 6: Silicon Graphics solid model of Pure-roiling cam mechanism 

Figure 7: Pressure angle 



6 CONCLUSIONS 

In order to circumvent the friction, backlash and accuracy losses problems 
occurring when using elliptical gear transmissions, especially wit,h intersect- 
ing input output axes, we showed that we can replace them by spherital, 
crank-crank or pure-rolling cam mechanisms to generate the same desil-ecl 
motion. 

The manufacturing of the spherical crank-crank mechanism is economic, 
while the out,put of the spherical cams with pure-rolling is more accurate 
in the desired motion. 
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Figure 8: Geometry of spherical four bar-linkage 

APPENDIX 

6.1 Angular Position of theOutput Link of SCC Mechanism 

Expressions for the angular position of the output link, 4, are derived here 
as functio~ls of the angular position of the inpuf; link, .(I, and the inner 
angles, as shown for spherical rnechanisnls in Fig. 8. 

By t,aking into account thaf; the input link pulls the output link when 
the latter moves connterclockwise, the angular position of the output link 
4 can be written as 



Also, 1)y taking into account that the input link pushes the output link 
when the laltev nloves counterclockwise, 4 becomes: 

lb = 
n- - 41 -t 43 if O < $ < n  
?i -I- 41 -t 43 if n < $ < 2 i i  

where the inner angles (c/I* n ,  i = 1,,2,3,4), for spherical mechanisms can 
be written as shoum below: 

cos C1 sec C2 sin C1 cosec Cz 

cosil sec& sin Cl cosec Cz 

sin(a8 - a4) sin(a, - as )  
43 := 2 tzu- 

sin(cu, - 03) sin a, 

sin(a, - a ~ )  m(a, - 05) 
dq -- 2 tan-' I-- sin(& - ad) sin cus 

0 5  = c0sC1(c0s 01 cos a 2  f sin al sin a 2  cos $ 

6.2 Velocity Ratio 4'($) of SCC Mechanism 

Ry cliflerent,ial,ion of both sides of Eq. 12 with respect to time, we obtain 

&k2 sin 4 - $kg sin 11, = kq($ cos 4 sin $ - & sin q5 cos 11,) 

-2) sin 4 cos 2ji - 4 COE 4 sin 1/, (26) 

Upon solving for 4, we get: 

k3 sin 1/, f k4 cos lfi sin$ - sin 4 cos $ 

k2sin4- k 4 s i n ~ c o s $  f cos4sin$ (27) 

and hence, the velocity ratio is the coefficient of 4 in Eq. 27 above, namely: 

k3 sin $ + kq cos Q, sin $ - sin q4 cos ri, $'($) .= 
k2 sin 4 - k4 sin cj cos $ + cos 4 sin li, (28)  

6.3 Acceleration Ratio &'($) of SCC Mechanism 

By differentiation of both sides of Eq. 26 with respect to time, we get: 

'Q 
k2;;' sin 4 + k"4" cos 4 = kqZ12 cos 4 cos ?/I - 2k4& sin 4 sin $ + cos 4 cos I/I 

f k 4 4  sin 4 cos $ - 242) cos 4 cos II, $- q2 sin 4 sin!, 

-4 (k3  sin t k4 sin $ cos 4 - cos $ sin $) 
-d,cos$sin$ + 42~in#sin11, -t k&%os$ (2:)) 



+ [k? sin $ + k4 sin ,$ cos Q - cos 11, sin $)] 11' 

and 

GI = $'?$)[-kz cosd + kq C O S ~ C O S  $ + sin dsin 7 4 )  

cz == 2Q1($)[-2k4 sin Q sin $ - 2 cos Q cos $1 
CS - k9 cos $ 4- kq cos Q cos $ f sin $ sin 11, 

The acceleration rat,io is the coefficient of d 2  in the above equation, namely: 




